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The Keeley Overdrive comes with a 5 year limited
warranty. If something mechanical or electrical
goes wrong with your pedal, we will fix it or
replace it. All we ask is that you get it to us. The
only thing that isn’t covered is damage caused by
obvious abuse.

Welcome
Thank you for purchasing the Keeley Electronics
Overdrive. After years of modifying overdrives, we
have engineered our own, unique, overdrive pedal.
The Keeley Overdrive combines modern OP-Amp
clipping with tube-like JFET gain stages.
Sandwiched in between the two styles of overdrive
is a high fidelity modified Baxandall tone control,
beautifully tuned to a guitar players creative needs.

Like all Keeley products, only the finest quality,
tolerance-tested components are used, with the
highest attention to detail made during each
stage of manufacturing. Our goal at Keeley
Electronics is to provide you with a lifetime of
musical inspiration and enjoyment from your
Keeley Overdrive.
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Features


Modified Baxandall tone control for maximum
versatility.



Fixed gain discrete FET output stage, for a more
Amp-like overdrive.



Traditional OP-Amp based input stage for a classic
smooth sound at low drive levels.



True bypass operation for no signal loss
when unit is off.



Nine volt battery operation or use of
standard negative tip positive sleeve
DC power.



Construction, component selection, and
manufacturing adherance to highest
level of Keeley Electronics standards.



5-Year Limited Warranty .
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The best way to start out on the overdrive is:
• Plug in the pedal to activate power.
• Center the High and Low Knob.
• Dial the drive all the way down.
• Put the Master at half way.
Check and make sure the pedal has the same volume level
off and on. If it is not the same, adjust the master knob
until you get them matched.
Note: This is a fixed gain pedal, with very hot pickups it might not clean up
fully.

Description
1. High Knob- Boost or cut high frequencies. (unity is in the middle)
2. Low Knob- Boost or cut low frequencies.
(unity is in the middle)
3. Drive- Raises the amount of distortion.
4. Master- The master volume control
comes at the end of the chain and controls
the overall level of the pedal.
5. Mod Switch- In Classic mode, the pedal
cleans up more and has a lower gain profile.
The Modded mode gives your guitar that
extra grit you were looking for.
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Tone Control
The Keeley Overdrive uses a modified Baxandall tone control.
This is an extremely versatile control that may operate a little
differently from what you are used to in a tone control.
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The tone control is capable of boosting the high
and low frequencies. Most tone controls are only
capable of cutting them. By boosting both the
highs and lows (turn both knobs clockwise), the
mids sound cut.
Turn both the high and low knob down and the
mids will sound boosted. You can adjust the
drive and master volume knobs to increase the
effect.*
The knobs work together to create the tone of
the guitar. To get the darkest sound you turn the
low all the way up and the high all the way
down.

*The master and drive controls have no effect on the frequency
response of the pedal but changing the volume (with either control)
will change the way you perceive the frequency response.

Tone Control
Keeley Style Baxandall Control
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The gray line represents unity. These curves are
before the JFET gain stage. That stage brings
everything up considerably. By playing with the
drive to bring the overall level up and down, you
can produce an immense array of tones from your
guitar.
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Presets
We came up with these presets using a Fender
Stratocaster and a twin-like amp. You might want
to tweak them for your setup.
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Mid Boost- subtle drive.
Sometimes an overdrive is nice for
coloring your overall sound. This
setting has that in mind.
Gritty Breakup- high dynamics.
Bluesy bite with a very amp-like
breakup. Back the drive off if your
guitar isn’t cleaning up enough.
Full Gain- high sustain.
A smooth and even sound, up and
down the fretboard. Notes ring out
for ever and ever!

Presets
Now it’s your turn! Write down what
you like. Heck send it to us if you
want! fx@rkfx.com
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Keeley Overdrive Specifications
Electrical Specifications
 Typical Voltage...........................................9Vdc


Avg. Current Draw....................................14mA



Output Impedance..............................200 ohms



Input Impedance................................550kohms

Dimensions
 Width...........................................2.40in[60mm]


Length..........................................40in[112mm]



Weight.......................................................0.61lbs
All Keeley Overdrives come with a 5 year
Warranty!

